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The Partnership between:





The Institution of Mechanical Engineers (IMechE);
The Institution of Engineering and Technology (IET);
The North West Aerospace Alliance (NWAA);
The Royal Aeronautical Society (RAeS).

which organised the successful six Annual Northern Aerospace Forums
from 2006 to 2011 is organising the Seventh ANAF (ANAF 2012) to focus on
and discuss a further Aerospace issue affecting the North of the UK.
ANAF 2012 Topic is:
Engineering The Future
Synopsis
Technology and technology exploitation has long been the key to sustaining the Aerospace industry in the
North of the UK and will become even more important in the future. Across the Military and Commercial
sectors there are currently significant forces at work, which need to be recognised and addressed if that
success is to continue.


In the Military sphere there will be:
o continued global pressures on defence budgets resulting in fewer and smaller orders for the
traditional combat aircraft products;
o there is already increased competition for these budgets from established and emergent
manufacturers;
o the demand for assets with high military capability in small fleets is again evident from recent
military operations;
o this is expected to result in the demand for small volumes of high capability products with short
service lives to benefit from regular technology insertion;
o this is a very different business model to that enjoyed today;
o specifically in the region there will be a reduction in activity as a result of the SDSR (Strategic
Defence and Security Review);

o

future development and activity will be much more driven by systems and system engineering,
improved composite materials design methods and innovative manufacturing techniques as the
UAV programme becomes dominant.
 Globally Commercial aerospace activities will have a major benefit from the growth in the renewal of
existing airline fleets with more economical and environmentally efficient aircraft:
o In the Region the Civil field will begin to significantly dominate aerospace activity as a result of,
for example, the Airbus A350 line introduction,
o This will give giving more opportunities for the region’s supply chain which must be able to offer:
 innovative technology and manufacturing techniques;
 cost effective and timely products, capability and services to the prime contractors.
ANAF 2012 will address these issues in an attempt to identify the key technology drivers that will provide
maximum benefits for the region’s future.

ANAF 2012 will consist of:




Talks by a number of Speakers on the topic;
A Forum of Senior Aerospace figures, including the Speakers, to
discuss and debate the issues raised in the Talks;
And, finally, a Dinner at which one of the speakers will sum up the
outcome of the day.

The Speakers and Forum Members will include the following:
 James Baker
Managing Director, BAE Systems Advanced




Peter Cotterill
Steven Boyd
Prof Keith Ridgeway



Prof Costas Soutis



Chris Wilkinson



Dr Gareth Williams



Prof Phil Withers

Technology Centre
MD Oxley Developments Co and Director Oxley Group
MD Marshall Slingsby
Research Director and HEFCE Business Fellow, Advanced
Manufacturing Research Centre, University of Sheffield
Professor of Aerospace Structures and Head of Composites
University of Sheffield
Director of Engineering and Business Excellence, Spirit
Aerospace
Head of R+T Business Development and Partnerships, Airbus
SAS
Head of School of Materials, University of Manchester

The Forum will be facilitated by Graham Roe who has performed this role at
the previous ANAFs.
The Event will take place on Thursday 18 October 2012 at 1.30 pm at the
Dunkenhalgh Hotel, Blackburn (close to Junction 7 of the M65).
The cost for attending the Talks and Forum only is £10, for the Talks, Forum
and Dinner it is £60. A Corporate Table for 10 is £500.
Contact details are: Mike Bell at mbell@theiet.org

